Crystal Bowl

Candlelight Meditation Evenings
Gently float within the beautiful healing sounds of the crystal bowls,
combined with the magic of bringing joy and peace within your heart space
through this beautifully guided sound meditation evening.
How the Crystal Bowls work... Everything in the universe vibrates from the smallest molecule to the universe itself. As long
as it is vibrating it is making some kind of sound. We may not perceive the sound, as it may be below or above the threshold of our
hearing. The human ear can hear sound vibrations between 20 and 20,000 cycles per second, although we also perceive sound by
skin and bone conduction, ingesting and consuming it with the whole body. Every cell in the human body is a sound resonator and
has the capability of responding. The sounds of the bowls are absorbed primarily through the cells, and the spine, in conjunction
with the chakra centres. The sound vibrations are carried through the body primarily by body fluids. Our bodies are made of
approximately 80% water making them a perfect conduit for sound resonance. When in the presence of the sounds of the crystal
bowls it allows your body to feel the overtones and the sound to integrate through the entire cellular structure. In this state we have
the deepest experience of connecting with all there is, promoting the body into moving into a state of balance, and health.
Meditations are held every couple of weeks, please check with the centre for upcoming dates...

Crystal Sound Baths...

This is a unique and divine experience of being cocooned within the magic of crystal sound
light as Judy plays the bowls directly into the body.
~ Judy intuitively designs this sound bath around what the body calls for,
promoting the body to move into a state of balance, and health.
~ Your body shifts into a state of relaxation, slowing the brain waves, shifting energy blockages,
balancing chakras and realigning both your physical and light bodies with universal Resonance.
~ A deep sense of peace pervades within the soul after this blissful sound bath experience.
Please allow 1 ½ hours for your appointment approx.

Sacred Crystal Essences... made with Love by Judy
Judy has found that these divine Essences have been invaluable for support after treatments.
Judy creates Pure Natural Organic essential oils, sprays, and personal essences that are made with the purest
of ingredients, bathed within Crystal sound vibrations and infused with Heart Resonance. These essences
help support and enhance your journey after your sound bath as your body, mind and soul continues the
process of aligning itself into a state of balance.

About Judy..

Judy is a gifted physic Healer. Judy started her journey with Crystal Bowls in 2006 when her first Crystal bowl
found its way into her life. Since then they have become a passion for her, Judy studied Crystal Sound Therapy
and has a gift of being able to deeply connect at a heart level, as she moves into presence with the Crystal bowls
allowing the bowls to intuitively direct her, the crystal clear tones are perfect for whoever they are played for.
Judy has an amazing ever growing collection of beautiful Crystal Bowls.

For appointments please contact the centre on:

07 3883 3882 or email

thirdeyehealing@optusnet.com.au
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www.thirdeyehealing.com.au

